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SWEET BEAN

JAPANEMA
JFLA provides high quality Japanese film screening every second and fourth Wednesday, 7:00pm at JFLA
Auditorium (5700 Wilshire Blvd, #100, Los Angeles, CA 90036) 

Free to attend. Reservation is not required. 
Street Parking is available.

 

4/11/2018@ 7PM
A Delicacy Unites A Vendor and An Old Lady

Sweet Bean    (113mins, 2015)

Directed by Naomi Kawase
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Sweet Bean is a delicious red bean paste, the sweet heart of the dorayaki pancakes that Sentaro
(Masatoshi Nagase) sells from his little bakery to a small but loyal clientele. Absorbed in sad memories
and distant thoughts, Sentaro cooks with skill but without enthusiasm. When seventy-six-year-old Tokue
(Kirin Kiki) responds to his ad for an assistant and cheerfully offers to work for a ridiculously low wage,
Sentaro is skeptical about the eccentric old lady's ability to endure the long hours. But when she shows
up early one morning and reveals to him the secret to the perfect sweet bean paste, Sentaro agrees to
take her on. With Tokue's new home cooked sweet bean paste recipe, Sentaro's business begins to flourish,
but Tokue is afflicted with an illness that, once revealed, drives her into isolation once again.

*In Japanese with English subtitles

Click Here to Watch the Trailer
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